
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a director, QA. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, QA

As GRM, P&CB’s Operational Risk lead and Operational Risk Council member,
you will lead initiatives emanating from Enterprise Risk Management
including strategic and tactical initiatives, inclusive of KRI reporting and
oversight
Establishes annual Quality goals and objectives cascaded from the Corporate
and site priorities
Serves as the primary site contact for Regulatory visits such as UK Regulatory
agency
Recruit, mentor, organize, motivate and coach a team of software quality
engineering professionals
Project Sponsor or Business leader for key systems and/or process change
projects
Lead/manage the Returns initiative to minimize returns and improve vendor
recovery
Establish, and maintain the Returns policy and procedures to minimize returns
and ensure charges/refunds/vendor recovery is accurate and timely
Establish SOPs and processes for new programs, and ensure effective
ongoing management and visibility as needed
Continuously review and improve all operational processes
Lead the merchandise sample organization establishing processes to ensure
an efficient flow of samples for all company related needs (styleouts,
photoshoots, etc) and ensure sample recovery minimizing loss
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Experience with continuous integration and build tools
Ability to guide teams to executional clarity despite ambiguous and uncertain
market inputs and conditions, and manage risk adroitly
Demonstrated expertise at building high quality products employing high
performance teams in the systems, storage or networking areas
Demonstrated experience in managing sustaining organizations for large
enterprise software products
Excellent verbal and written communications skills, including
recommendation and decision-making skills
Experience in developing, managing, and executing strategy and engineering
deliverables


